**JAMB MOUNT SECURITY SCREEN FRAME**

- **PIANO HINGE**
  (Hinge can be installed at top, side, center or top & center)
- **1”x1” BOX FRAME**
- **JAMB MOUNT FRAME**
- **STRUCTURAL CENTER BAR**
  1” x 1/2”
- **LATCH GAURD**
  Behind mesh
- **12x12 MESH, .028” or .023”**
  Stainless steel
  (Opt. perforated metal)

---

**EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE**

- **COVER PLATE w/ VINYL STRIPPING**
- **SPRING LATCHES w/ LATCH GAURD**
- **LATCH GAURD**
- **OPTIONAL KEY LOCK**

**EXTERIOR VIEW**

**INTERIOR VIEW**
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